Techies like to develop solutions for problems that no-one ever noticed.
In The Laws (written about 350BC), Plato wrote a little about contracts in a way that implied that they were a well-understood and familiar part of contemporary civic life in Athens. He talked about what might happen if a man (probably only men could undertake contracts then) reneged on a contract, and who should arbitrate between the disputing parties. He also suggested that not all contracts were valid -for example, where someone contracted to do something illegal, where one of the parties consented under pressure, or where the failure to carry out the contract was not the fault of the party concerned. He didn't go into much detail, but enough to indicate that the Ancient Greeks had organised their affairs via contracts quite well for some time thank you very much and didn't require the gods (not even in Silicon Valley) to adjudicate.
Fast forward to the 1990s, when it began to be argued that e-commerce had created a need for contracts to be smarter. 2 The idea of a smart contract is surprisingly difficult to pin down, but a recent definition was "a mechanism involving digital assets and two or more parties, where some or all of the parties put assets in and assets are automatically redistributed among those parties according to a formula based on certain data that is not known at the time the contract is initiated."
3 By being party to a contract, agents agree to perform (or not perform) certain tasks, and the smart contract would reduce uncertainty and transaction costs. In the ideal, the mechanism (program) of the smart contract would implement the contract. Neither side could renege, thanks to the remorseless logic-crunching of the machine, whose algorithm would execute, verify and enforce itself.
The applications no doubt go well beyond contract -any kind of agreement that requires the parties take on risk during coordinated movement of assets could be rebooted into the twenty-first century with such mechanisms (including criminal schemes 4 ). Trust is unnecessary, because the execution of the agreement is no longer separate from the agreement itself. The code is the contract. Its execution is the undertaking.
This should give us pause. Part of the point of contracts, as with other types of constraining commitment such as promises and vows, is to increase trust and spread it more widely than local social mechanisms such as those based on acquaintance, kin or tribe. Contracts are part of the panoply of means by which we globalise trust. In a society with the rule of law and in which contracts are generally respected, cooperation is easier and less risky (and therefore more common). Odd therefore to position a form of contract as reducing the need for trust. Let's park this thought for now -we will return to it.
Building on smart contracts
Smart contracts are an old (in digital years) idea, but their implementation became practical with another more recent technology that does not trust trust: blockchains. The terms of the contract and the assets to be transferred can be arithmetically coded into the open-source, consensus-based, timestamped chain, and its execution can be verified independently. Neither party can independently modify the code, and so a blockchain-enabled smart contract will simply chug on to its conclusion, no matter how long that takes or indeed whether either party changes its mind about the contract itself. Now that smart contracts have an implementation mechanism, we can envisage how to build on them. For instance, an organisation is basically a group of agents cooperating in the pursuit of some kind of goal or type of practice, and many organisations -private enterprise firms most obviously -are structured using contracts, both to constrain the roles of owners, members/employees and outside stakeholders (e.g. customers), and to assert property rights over buildings and other assets. Make those contracts smart, and you get an organisation controlled not by a hierarchy (SO twentieth century, dahling!) of (irrational) humans using (untidy) law, but a more autonomous peer network interacting via the rational, inexorable blockchain protocol.
(At least) one platform, Ethereum (https://www.ethereum.org/), has been developed with an eye to supporting smart contracts. A rival cryptocurrency to Bitcoin, the ether, underpins the mechanism, to encode the assets and pay for services and fees, but on top of this a more sophisticated scripting language facilitates a wider set of functions. Ethereum, at one stage apparently worth a cool billion dollars, has been growing at Bitcoin's expense as the latter struggles with expanding network capacity.
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The Holy Grail is an autonomous organisation governed by smart contracts whose operation is as far removed as possible from the day-to-day input of its members or owners -a Decentralised Autonomous Organisation (DAO). The edges of the definition turn out to be fuzzy when you look at the details, but the idea is clear enough; as it is decentralised it lacks a bottleneck or single point of failure, while as it is autonomous it runs itself. A DAO is not too different in principle from a complex multinational company; firms are often owned by other firms (which count as legal persons), and it can be hard to work out who owns and is responsible for conglomerates like these. Some economies, such as Italy's or South Korea's, contain deep overlapping networks of cross-ownership. Can the actions of a single company within those economies be identified easily as the responsibility of a particular person or group of people? Not always. In that context, a DAO may seem the next logical step.
DAO ker-ching!!
The most prominent DAO called itself, with impressive hubris, 6 The DAO. The DAO was (note the past tense) a capital investment fund run on the basis of peer-to-peer smart contracts, as well as a home for early adopters keen to show the viability of the concept. Investors bought ether coins to join the fund, in which they received a vote proportional to their investment. A candidate for funding would put forward a business plan together with a smart contract to define its relationship with The DAO; investors would vote on whether to support the candidacy. A 'no' would mean there would be no relationship; a democratic 'yes' would trigger the smart contract and under the rules that it set, funds would flow. 7 This, the largest crowdfunding campaign in history, raised $150 million in May 2016. By June, it had collapsed. Although there had been scepticism and some cautionary voices amidst the hype, they missed the proximate cause. Some had worried that investment decisions, properly taken, were time-consuming, and so the number of votes cast for each decision might be too small to leverage the wisdom of crowds. Withdrawing uncommitted money was simple to do, and so some commentators were concerned that the $150 million might disappear overnight. Still others wondered how the world's financial system would cope with a company that was not registered in any state, and which had no employees. As an article in The Economist opined, in the world of cryptocurrencies, faith and rationality go together like yin and yang. 8 Yet the problem was even more obvious than any of these difficulties. A bug in the code was exploited. The system depended on smart contracts, and if these were not 5 Timothy B. Lee, 'Ethereum, explained: why Bitcoin's stranger cousin is now worth $1 billion', Vox, 24 th May, 2016, http://www.vox.com/2016/5/24/11718436/ethereum-the-dao-bitcoin. 6 Harriet Green, 'Introducing the DAO: the organisation that will kill corporations', City A.M., 3 rd May, 2016, http://www.cityam.com/240198/introducing-the-dao-the-organisation-that-will-kill-corporations, Adam Cleary, 'Here is how the DAO will soon become the greatest threat banks have ever faced', Frontera, 25 th May, 2016, https://fronteranews.com/news/dao-will-soon-become-greatest-threat-banksever-face/. 7 secure (and research has located vulnerabilities in Ethereum's code 9 ), there would be nothing standing between hackers and 150 million smackeroonies. Less than a month after the flurry of publicity, $55 million disappeared in the general direction of who knows who, via a replay attack in which the same transaction was repeated over and again. Fortunately (depending on your point of view -see below) the hack required the money to be siphoned off into a subsidiary bank account where it sat for long enough for Ethereum's coders to devise and implement a hard fork to recover the cash 10 and restore it to the investors (who immediately and wisely took it out of the system altogether, no doubt breathing heavily and patting sweat from their brows).
Yet was this ethical, or principled? Recall, The DAO was premised on smart contracts, whereby the code is the contract. The contract could not therefore be rescinded, and trust in the system was not needed -such was the rhetoric. Yet in the face of a loss which used the code as written, the smart contracts were indeed rewritten. A hard fork bifurcates the blockchain -it is a change in the rules for validating blocks that are the basis for consensus. After the rule changes, the chain diverges into two incompatible chains, one of which follows the new rules and the other which clings to the old ways (and, it is hoped, withers away). The relationship between these two branches -and the asset allocations they encode -is non-trivial.
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Many in the Ethereum community thought this played fast and loose with the ideology behind their innovation (which it does), and prefered to continue on the old fork (christened Classic Ethereum).
The problem is clear: if the code is the contract, then whatever the hackers did was permitted within the contract. The facts that all code is buggy, and that the Ethereum coders clearly did not intend to license replay attacks, are neither here nor there. It was Ethereum which broke the contract, not the hacker, because The DAO, which held about one ether in seven in circulation, was deemed too big to fail. However, as we discovered in 2008, just because an entity is judged too big to fail, that does not mean that it won't fail.
The rules is the rules, except where they isn't. As the great philosopher Mike Tyson once said, "everyone has a plan till they get punched in the mouth." How stands trustless trust now? Indeed, if the code is the contract, could the hacker even sue for his or her money back? Gosh, that would be a juicy case!
The human factor
If Ethereum can break its own unbreakable contracts, then the certainty that is supposed to be its USP disappears. Yet smart contracts were always highly inadequate types of contract.
Can you engineer humans out of contracts? Suppose a smart contract, in insurance for example, is to pay out after a certain event (say, an extreme weather event). If it is distributed across the blockchain, what or who is responsible for retrieving the data? Which copy of the contract activates the process? Whenever anything happens in the non-digital world as a result of the smart contract, there will surely need to be a human in the loop if only as a tiebreaker -the trusted third party turns out to be inevitable after all. This is unsurprising, but there is a deeper point -the notion of a smart contract rests on a fundamental misunderstanding of what a contract is there to do. Contracts are not mechanisms to make things happen. They are social arrangements, voluntary constraints not unlike, 12 but not identical to, 13 promises, backed by the machinery of law.
Contracts have a social function (which is why they have legal underpinning). They enable cooperation, and help spread habits of warranted trusting around an economy. Society benefits from regular and reliable exchanges of goods and services; it is hard to imagine the money economy functioning without contract (money itself is another type of promise). Many types of agreement receive support from rich networks of norms (of friendship, or kinship for instance), whereas parties in contracts often have very little in common other than the contract. Hence the trust-building function is key to the social value of the institution.
14 Furthermore, the social good of contracts is promoted by the possibility of the contract being broken. That may seem paradoxical, and if the whole point of a contract was that contracted action A1 be performed by agent X, then X's failure to perform it would be a moral outrage. Yet the law's remedies are not generally punitive, and do not enforce the performance of A1. In most jurisdictions all that other parties to the contract can expect to receive from X by way of damages is the expected value of A1. Furthermore, the law also expects the other parties to take steps themselves to minimise the damage caused by A's default.
The result of this is the optimisation of the social benefit of X's resources. If X can get better use of her resources by doing something other than A1, then she is able to, and is better off even after compensating the other parties to the contract (who are no worse off). This is called the doctrine of efficient breach.
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Won't this foster a culture of opportunism and betrayal? It hasn't yet; contracts are respected, and the law could always be changed if this ceased to be the case. The point made by supporters of efficient breach is that making the compensation equal to the losses following from the breach of contract encourages efficient breach while discouraging inefficient breach; any more is mere paternalism. Note also that even in this limited sense, contract still goes beyond a promise; a promisor neither opens herself up to legal scrutiny, nor takes upon herself responsibility for correcting harms done by failure to deliver. 16 Perhaps most important of all, contract has built into it the presumption that interpretation and flexibility will be needed, partly to deal with failures to agree on the meanings of particular commitments, partly because of the immense complexity of some contracts, for example governing major pieces of infrastructure, and partly because things change and both parties may want and expect the contractual terms to evolve over time. The courts can adjudicate here, and can also strike down unfair contracts, such as usurious loan rates or an unjustly one-sided employment arrangement. 17 Contracts are also rarely in one direction; they generally involve reciprocity or exchange, and so have the additional complexity that brings. 18 There is a balance between the words that each party signs up to (the textual interpretation), and what each party wants out of the agreement (the intentional interpretation). Naturally there are arguments for each interpretation, and the courts seek a balance. This is not a bug, as techies may think, but a feature. On the other hand, there is no way back from the smart contract (other than the hard fork, impractical as a general remedy for obvious reasons) if parties have misunderstood the specification of the code, if the code is badly-written, or if one party has been coerced or misled into taking on an unfair obligation.
***
democratically-elected representatives and the courts; software development, even open source, is opaque, and concentrated in a small programming community, many of whom are in the pay of a few oligopolistic corporations directly accountable to no external party.
Third -most important from my point of view -we can break the law. There are consequences when we do, and the system would break down if we disobeyed it all the time. But the law is consistent with maximal liberty; it cannot compel obedience (though it can disincentivise it). Code, on the other hand, will not allow behaviour inconsistent with itself.
With smart contracts, this rules out the desirable economic gain of efficient breach. But in the wider context, the law's openness to breach allows many vital liberties, not least the civil disobedience that helped shape our civilised liberal order from Thoreau to Gandhi to King. The next time we consider replacing law with code to tidy up a scruffy world, let's remember that.
